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SHOEI 
X-SPIRIT III
£549.99-£649.99

Key facts about the X-Spirit III

1 
It has new tear-off 

posts that incorporate 

pins for the Pinlock. 

The new design allows easy 

adjustment of the Pinlock to 

correct the tension rather 

than having to use a pair of 

pliers to get it just right.

2 
Shoei have revamped 

the visor locking tab. 

It’s now nearer the 

front of the chinbar and 

automatically locks when 

the visor is fully closed. 

Lifting the lever opens the 

visor slightly.

3 
The X-Spirit III will 

have four different 

shell sizes. 

Medium and large will 

have their own dedicated 

shell, while XS and S will 

share a shell – as will XL 

and XXL.

GEAR

New race helmet takes 
technology up a notch
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THE RIVAL
ARAI RX-7V from £599.99
Both Japanese big dogs are bringing 

out new lids for 2016. The new Arai 

isn’t on sale yet, but we’ve tested 

early versions and have been 

impressed with the reassuring 

comfort and build quality.

THE RIVAL

The new liner is 

adjustable so you 

can tune the angle at 

which the helmet sits

The new shell incorporates 

a revised EPS with a better 

system of air channels to 

improve airflow and cooling

Shoei have unveiled images of their new X-Spirit III 

racing helmet, which was set to make its debut on the 

head of MotoGP World Champion Marc Marquez at 

Aragon last weekend.

Its main design advances surround aerodynamic 

improvements at speed, including removable wings 

at the rear which help stabilise the rider’s head at high 

track speeds. There are two sizes of wing – wider ones 

improve stability in a straight line, while narrower ones 

are more suitable for twistier circuits where a rider will 

spend more time with the head turned.

There’s also a spoiler that slots in place on the base 

of the chin to aid aerodynamic stability. Shoei have 

also improved ventilation, with a new channel running 

through the cheekpads to direct air from the chin vent 

to help the rider cool.

The removable comfort lining is also adjustable so 

the rider can alter the fore and aft angle on the head. 

Both the cheekpads and skull pad can be rotated by 

four degrees to tilt the lid back or both on the head, 

which can increase or reduce the distance between 

helmet brow and the rider’s eyes.

The new range-topping lid will go on sale early in 

2016 and will be priced around the same mark as the 

existing X-Spirit II, with a starting price of £549.99 for 

plain colours or £649.99 for one of three graphics or an 

expected Marquez replica.

120
Pinlock say their Evo 

insert stays clear for 120 

seconds in a test that puts 

it directly above a steam 

machine. Normal inserts 

last 70 seconds.

Removable wings 

boost stability at 

high speed


